SERIES DESCRIPTION

TYPE: Topographic, colored, printed (50,000 yard, wind Polyconic, purple; 50,000 yard, Philippine black; 10,000 yard, U.S. Yard Grid); E., Equatorial Zone, Imperial.

FORMAT: 7 1/2" sheets based on Polyconic Projection.

SOURCES: USGS maps and Dutch hydrographic charts. Variations topographic maps of survey surveys and dates (1937-1943) made by principally OAE and Territorial District.

PREPARATION PROCEDURE: AMS compilations were made. Hand color separation was accomplished by bluegreen bleeds made from separations.

CHARACTERISTICS: Relief shown by contours at 500 feet intervals; (every fifth line contoured); approximate contours, and heights. Sheet boundary lines, streets, roads, railways, selected rivers, and areal data included. Populated places symbolized as to their relative importance. Place names agree with requirements of Board of Geographic Names. Unexplored areas are shaded.

COMMUNICATIONS: Roads are completely classified from latest surveys (1943) as to surfaces, railroads as to gauge. Radio stations are indicated.

RELIABILITY: Coverage diagrams on individual sheets indicate the feasibility and types of surveys. Dependability varies with years. For general reference, especially along coastal lines, reliability is good.
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